Adaptive planning for sea level rise-threatened transportation corridors
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ABSTRACT

We describe a generalizable planning and assessment process for transportation planning adaptive to sea level rise (SLR). State Route 37 (SR 37) is the California highway most vulnerable to temporary flooding and permanent inundation due to SLR. Like many other coastal highways in the US, SR 37 is adjacent to protected coastal systems (e.g., beaches, tidal wetlands), meaning that any activity on the highway is subject to regulatory oversight. Both SR 37 and the surrounding marshes are vulnerable to the effects of SLR. Due to a combination of congestion and threats from SLR, planning for a new highway adaptive and resilient to SLR impacts was conducted in the context of stakeholder participation and Eco-Logical, a planning process developed by FHWA to better integrate transportation and environmental planning. In order to understand which stretches of SR 37 might be most vulnerable to SLR and to what degree, a model of potential inundation was developed using a recent, high-resolution elevation assessment conducted using LiDAR. This model projects potential inundation based upon comparison of future daily and extreme tide levels with surrounding ground elevations. The vulnerability of each segment was scored according to its exposure to SLR effects, sensitivity to SLR, and adaptive capacity (ability of other roadways to absorb traffic). The risk to each segment from SLR was determined by estimating and aggregating impacts to costs of improvement, recovery time (from impacts), public safety impacts, economic impacts, impacts on transit routes, proximity to communities of concern, and impacts on recreational activities.

INTRODUCTION

Sea level has already risen by 8 inches along the California coast and by 2100 may be 36” to 66” above present levels (1,2). Climate change is expected to result in accelerated rates of sea level rise (3) and changing seasonal wave conditions (4), further exposing the shorelines to impacts (5,6). Infrastructural and living systems adaptations will need to occur to avoid a wholesale change in the marshes, estuarine systems, low-lying urban areas, and exposed highway infrastructure along the US coast. Transportation system and coastal ecosystem changes occur slowly and may not adapt at the rates necessary to keep up with increased sea levels and storminess. Many coastal communities and infrastructural features face risks from storms in the form of flooding, erosion, and shoreline retreat. A longitudinal survey of coastal managers in California found sea-level rise (hereafter SLR) and related problems among the most challenging issues (7).

Identifying infrastructure that is both exposed now or in the future to the ocean and vulnerable to SLR and increased storminess is a complicated and potentially expensive process for local and state transportation agencies (8). The physical structures themselves are vulnerable to SLR, which is likely to result in increased costs for maintenance, repair, replacement of facilities and materials, and eventual adaptation (9,10). In addition, the function of linked, regional transportation systems may be vulnerable to disruption if a SLR-vulnerable link (e.g., a coastal highway) fails (11,12).

State Route 37 (SR 37) constitutes a major regional east-west vehicular transportation corridor in the northern San Francisco Bay Area (hereafter “Bay Area”, Figure 1) and was used as a case study to understand adaptive transportation planning in the face of SLR. Like many coastal highways in the US, this corridor is under threat from SLR. In fact it is the lowest-lying highway (in terms of elevation relative to mean higher high water, MHHW) in California and
was considered by Caltrans to be the best case study with which to develop an adaptive planning process to deal with SLR. The projected SLR of 1 – 1.7 m in the next 90 years (2) poses a potential threat to the highway. Because of its position upon a berm passing through existing marshes and marshes under restoration, SR 37 also poses a threat to the ability of nearby coastal-marsh systems to adapt to SLR. These marshes are nationally important as habitat for endangered species, so the role of the highway in their adaptation must be considered in corridor planning. Many animal and plant species are threatened or endangered as a result of loss of 85% of historical Bay Area wetlands (13).

An important aspect of adaptive planning for climate change and sea level rise is the creation of SLR exposure maps, which overlay future sea level and wave runup hazard areas on existing infrastructure and natural features to assess SLR vulnerability (14,15). The public seems to find these maps of sea level rise and potential impacts, including interactive maps online, the most useful way to understand climate change effects (16,17,18,19,20). Because there is considerable uncertainty in how much sea levels might rise, the types and costs of impacts, and when certain elevations and impacts will occur, many modeling and mapping projects attempt to display uncertainty and variability (18). At the same time, there is variation in how SLR maps are received by the public, which may be based upon scientific expertise, or trust in scientists (18).

Adaptive Transportation Corridor Planning

Planning and constructing modifications to a highway corridor usually requires consideration of current and future travel modes, linked arterial roads and highway, and current and proposed motor vehicle capacity (21). A critical feature of SLR effects on coastal systems is that most of the natural systems affected are protected by one or more statutes and agencies. This means that adaptive action taken to preserve transportation systems must also take into account adjacent and connected natural systems. In coastal areas of the US, saline, brackish, and freshwater marshes abut many low-elevation highways/interstates and other infrastructure.

The corridor used as an example in this study is an important East-West highway connector in the Bay Area and its existing congestion is projected to increase over the next 25 years. California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is exploring options for the future of SR 37 (22). The adaptive corridor planning process developed and described here could be used in many typical transportation planning processes within coastal states. To improve consideration of regulated and protected coastal systems, and early inclusion of regulatory agencies in the adaptive planning process, explicit use was made of Eco-Logical as a procedural guide (23). An extensive stakeholder process was used to build knowledge and consensus around potential adaptive structural solutions. Both regulatory and stakeholder processes resulted in agreement about joint protection of transportation infrastructure and surrounding natural systems and processes. The adaptive planning included in the corridor planning step for this state highway is one of the earliest at which transportation demand, environmental constraints, and stakeholder needs can be used to define strategies for improving transportation choices, adapting to SLR, and enhancing endangered ecosystems.
METHODS

Stakeholder & Regulatory Process

Critical to the development of the corridor assessment, adaptive approach, and foundation for agreements with regulatory agencies was the inclusion of stakeholders early in the process. Ten stakeholder meetings were held between March, 2011 and April, 2015. At successive meetings stakeholders were encouraged to share their needs and desires for corridor and landscape planning, understanding of the issues facing the transportation corridors, ecological and community well-being issues that should be considered, and values for the corridor. Participants were recruited to the stakeholder process primarily through existing social networks originating in the UC Davis Road Ecology Center, Caltrans, and partner non-governmental and local government organizations.

Because the corridor is in a coastal zone which includes many protected natural features, any adaptive projects would have to obtain permits to cover potential damage to these features. To facilitate engaging regulators as early as possible, we interviewed (individually and jointly) seven agencies that had permitting authority for transportation projects along SR 37.

Stakeholder & Community Survey

Despite advertising the stakeholder meetings through partner channels, only a small group of people and organizations (<200) who would be impacted by changes to SR 37 was involved in the planning process. Community members living in communities near (<1 mile) the corridor were randomly selected to an “n” of 20,000, and this group sent a postcard during February, 2012, asking them to complete an anonymous, web-based survey composed of 47 questions about their activities and preferences for the corridor. We recognize that others use the highway, traveling from outside the 1 mile buffer area, but this group seemed most likely to be most impacted in the greatest number of ways (e.g., use of highway, disturbance from construction, aesthetic appeal of final product). The preferences questions asked them to describe their feelings about traffic conditions, environment, rural character, and highway management. They were then asked their opinions about specific future scenarios for the highway and how well they felt these scenarios supported different possible values for the corridor context. All stakeholder process participants (149 people from 64 organizations) were also invited by email to take the survey at the same time as the community.

Sea Level Rise Modeling and Mapping

SR 37 is protected from inundation and flooding by a complex interconnected system of levees and berms that run along the shoreline of San Francisco Bay and along the five rivers and creeks that intersect the highway. These Bay and riverine flood sources provide a conduit for Bay floodwaters to inundate the highway during coastal flood events. We conducted an SLR exposure analysis to identify the extent and timing of permanent inundation or temporary flooding for each segment of SR 37 under different combinations of SLR and tide level. We evaluated the shoreline protection system vulnerabilities, taking into consideration the relative elevations of Bay floodwaters, the shoreline protection system, and the highway to determine the
location and source of flooding for each segment. We shared these analyses with stakeholders as they were developed.

Data Sources

The sea level rise inundation modeling and mapping required topographic and water level data which were obtained from the following sources. Topographic LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data were obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) California Shoreline Mapping Project (CSMP). Water levels were obtained from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) San Francisco Bay Area Coastal Study.

The SLR inundation modeling and mapping was conducted using a digital elevation model (DEM) derived from the bare-earth LiDAR dataset. We solicited feedback and local data from the stakeholder group and refined the topographic DEM to better represent existing conditions and management activities within the study area (e.g., near recently constructed wetland restoration projects). In addition, water control structures such as locks and tide gates were built into the topographic DEM to better represent water management activities at some locations.

Typical daily high tides (characterized by the mean higher high water (MHHW) tidal datum) and extreme tides (characterized by the 100-yr tide level) were determined through analysis of hydrodynamic modeling data produced as part of the recently completed coastal flood study of San Francisco Bay (24). The model takes into account water level variations associated with astronomical tides, storm surge, and El Niño effects.

Sea Level Rise Scenarios

We selected six mapping scenarios to represent a range of possible future conditions associated with extreme tide levels and SLR. SLR values were selected to represent current National Research Council (2012) SLR projections for the Bay Area, including a mid-range and high-range projection. Four SLR amounts were considered: the likely and the high end of the range for 2050 (+12 and +24 inches) and 2100 (+36 and +66 inches) and were evaluated with the typical daily high tide. The extreme high tide was evaluated only with the mid-range SLR amounts at 2050 and 2100 (+12 and +36 inches). By combining the daily high tide and extreme tide with each SLR amount, we produced six mapping scenarios that represent a range of possible future conditions.

Modeling and Mapping Methods

The inundation modeling and mapping were conducted following the methods developed by the NOAA Coastal Services Center (25). The water surface for each mapping scenario was projected landward over the terrain to determine depth and extent of potential inundation. The mapping methodology takes into consideration hydraulic connectivity so that inundation is not predicted for low-lying areas that are disconnected from the Bay flooding source.

We also delineated the highway alignment and surrounding protective shoreline assets (such as levees, roads, and railroad berms) to determine the crest elevation along each feature. The inundation datasets were overlaid on the crest delineations to determine the depth of
overtopping along each highway segment or shoreline asset. The total length of overtopping of each highway segment was tabulated for each scenario. Low spots (or “weak links”) along the shoreline were located to identify potential shoreline vulnerabilities, areas for further investigation, and sites of potential future mitigation action.

The inundation and overtopping datasets were used in the subsequent vulnerability study to assess exposure of the highway and shoreline protection assets to sea level rise inundation and flooding.

**Marsh and Highway Vulnerability Assessment**

We assessed vulnerability by evaluating the exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity of each segment to SLR impacts. Each highway segment exhibits different physical characteristics (e.g., elevation, proximity to Bay shoreline), use attributes (e.g., commuter and truck traffic), and SLR impacts, which affected the vulnerability and risk ratings developed as part of the assessment. Exposure was evaluated by examining the depth and extent of inundation, length of overtopped highway, and vulnerability of shoreline protection features. Sensitivity was evaluated by examining indicators such as age, level of use, historical performance during storm events, seismic sensitivity, and liquefaction susceptibility. The adaptive capacity of the regional transportation system was evaluated by examining the existence and viability of alternate routes in the event of SR 37 closure due to flooding. For each component of vulnerability – exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity – a low/moderate/high rating (numerical values of 1 to 3) was assigned to develop a composite vulnerability rating for each segment of the highway.

We assessed risk by evaluating the likelihood and consequence of SLR impacts to the highway to develop risk ratings for each segment. Potential consequences of inundation or flooding by SLR include costs to restore service, public safety impacts, economic impacts to goods transport and commuters, proximity to communities of concern, and impacts to recreational activities. For each component of risk – likelihood and consequence – a low/moderate/high rating (numerical values of 1 to 3) was assigned to develop a composite risk rating for each segment of the highway.

The results of the vulnerability and risk assessment will help Caltrans prioritize adaptation options along the most vulnerable and at-risk segments of SR 37.

**Corridor Adaptive Planning**

California has embraced corridor planning and management as part of regional transportation planning and as an intermediate scale between regions and the project level. Caltrans has begun planning for the SR 37 corridor, originally because of congestion and more recently to also adapt to potential impacts from SLR. Despite periodic congestion, on average, traffic volumes are currently below capacity for the entire length of the corridor. Without capacity enhancement, segments of the corridor are anticipated by 2035 to operate significantly above capacity.

Regionally, there is broad political and institutional acceptance of the possibility of rising sea levels requiring adaptive action in the near future. Because of the breadth of stakeholders involved in SLR adaptation discussions, the SR 37 corridor planning process has intentionally included a similarly broad set of involved parties.

The approach we took was to combine the idea of transportation system modification with ecological protection and improvements to create an overall portfolio of future stewardship
actions. To make this more concrete in terms of the highway, future scenarios were created that
reflected the discussion among transportation agencies and with stakeholders. These scenarios
provided a more grounded discussion of impacts and benefits to different constituencies,
environmental impacts and permits, cost and feasibility, and potential corresponding ecological
and mitigation actions.’

RESULTS

Stakeholder & Regulatory Process

The goals varied slightly between early and later phases of stakeholder participation. Initially,
the goal scopes were broad and related to the use of Eco-Logical approaches to highway corridor
planning and assessment. In later phases, the goals were narrowed and related to the specific
need to develop a new and adaptive transportation system in response to the likely impacts from
SLR, while protecting the natural processes and attributes associated with the corridor. At the
initiation of the overall project (Phase 1, 2011), 49 individuals from 40 organizations were
invited to participate. By the end of the second phase (11/2015), 204 people from 102
organizations and 9 unaffiliated individuals were participating in person and via a list-serve.

Agencies with permitting responsibility were key stakeholders in the process. We
involved every regional (n=1), state (n=4), and federal (n=4) agency from whom Caltrans would
need a permit to build a project in a coastal zone to adapt to SLR. There was a spectrum of
agency responses for how early they wished to engage in the project development process. Some
agencies wanted to be a part of the very initial discussions of ideas for the corridor, which is
consistent with EcoLogical, while others preferred to have Caltrans decide on a proposal and
come to them with a fully developed plan and description of the affected area, primarily because
of funding constraints. Some agencies preferred to be somewhere in the middle of that spectrum.

Infrastructural Adaptive Strategies

During discussion within Caltrans and among stakeholders participating in this study, five high-
level scenarios arose as possible futures for SR 37. These five were intended to provide
alternative scenarios suitable for future transportation needs and also recognize the sensitivity of
the environment in the area surrounding this transportation corridor. The scenarios were as
follows: A) No Highway Expansion - Manage the corridor with maintenance and repair activities
and minor operational improvements (no significant change in the footprint or capacity); B)
Expanded Footprint - Height and width of the roadway/levee through the marshes would at least
double and the corridor would be expanded to 4 lanes to address current and projected future
traffic volumes; C) Causeway - Option 1: over existing SR 37 footprint at areas of low elevation
and Option 2: across San Pablo Bay between Novato & Vallejo; D) Strategic Re-alignment -
corridor would be re-aligned away from marshes & wetlands between Vallejo and Novato, with
I-80 and 580 to the south, or with Highways 29 and 12/121 to the north; E) San Pablo Bay
Tunnel - corridor would be routed through a tunnel at the shortest feasible distance between the
Vallejo area and the Novato area.
Survey Findings

Stakeholder process participants and community survey respondents were queried about their opinions regarding use of and futures for SR 37. Their frequency of use of the highway was slightly different (Table 1), as was their familiarity/knowledge of sea level rise. Stakeholder process participants and community members had almost identical support for minimizing transportation impacts to the environment, using a causeway to meet combined transportation and environmental needs, and transit availability. However, community members were more likely to respond that they would avoid using transit. If tolling was used to finance construction of the adaptive project, community members were more likely to prefer that no project take place, or they would use another route.

Respondents to the survey were asked about the environment, transportation, and community components of the corridor context that they valued. These values were then used to refine their selection of transportation scenarios, insofar as the scenarios supported their values. Respondents ranked each future adaptive scenario for its support of different values and these ranks were coded as follows: does not support = 0, somewhat supportive = 1, supports = 2. The weighted-average support “score” was calculated for each scenario-value combination. The different future options for corridor management were then comparable based on their contribution to these combined values. For example, placing SR 37 through a tunnel under San Pablo Bay, or on top of a causeway, or aligned with a parallel highway were all seen as supporting environmental values.

The adaptive option seen as most supportive of combined environmental, community, and transportation needs was the causeway option (also in Table 1), despite this being one of the more expensive possible constructed scenarios. The wetlands, waterways and grasslands surrounding the corridor are habitat for a wide variety of native fauna and flora, including several state and federally-protected species. The abandonment of the low-lying alignment was favored over armoring the existing footprint, which makes this an interesting case study for coastal areas in the US which are considering the same questions. It is noteworthy that environmental regulatory agencies described the causeway option as the one future scenario for the corridor that was “self-mitigating” when it came to endangered species. This is because it would elevate the roadway above its existing grade and potentially reconnect tidal flows to adjacent marshes on either side of the highway.

Sea Level Rise Modeling and Mapping

The results of the SLR inundation modeling and mapping were used to objectively predict the depth and extent of potential inundation and determine the length and depth of overtopping of the highway and protective shoreline assets for each segment. Segment A was the most potentially-impacted and a significant portion of the segment would be exposed to permanent inundation (i.e., inundation by typical daily high tides) under the 36-inch sea level rise scenario (Figure 2). Segment B is generally higher in elevation but would still be impacted by permanent inundation under the 36-inch scenario along low-lying portions of the highway in the eastern and western ends of the segment. Segment C would not be overtopped under a 36-inch scenario. Segments would also be impacted by combinations of SLR and storm surge under different return intervals, or by a 100-yr tide event even under existing conditions without sea level rise.
(Figure 2). This highlights the fact that the existing highway is already vulnerable to flooding during extreme events.

The sea level rise inundation mapping and overtopping analysis revealed that the large-scale inundation within Segment A and the western portion of Segment B is primarily due to overtopping of flood protection levees along the Bay shoreline and adjacent rivers and creeks. At moderate inundation and flooding scenarios (e.g., 12” SLR), overtopping occurred only along very short isolated segments of levees. At the high inundation and flooding scenarios (e.g., ≥36” SLR), widespread overtopping occurred along significant portions of the shoreline.

**Highway Vulnerability Assessment**

We combined exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity ratings to derive composite vulnerability ratings for each segment. Segments A and B were predicted to be most vulnerable to potential SLR impacts and Segment C less so (Table 2). The poor adaptive capacity of all segments (value of 3) had a significant influence on the vulnerability score. This is because alternate routes, in the event of failure of SR 37, are also vulnerable to SLR effects or require much longer travel distances and travel time.

We combined the likelihood and consequence ratings to derive composite risk ratings for each segment. Since likelihood of a given SLR scenario was assumed to be the same for all segments, it was not considered in determining the relative risk among segments. Segment B was predicted to be at the highest immediate risk, Segment A is vulnerable to future risk from potential SLR effects and Segment C at the least risk (Table 2). The potential economic impact to commuters and proximity to communities of concern had the greatest influence on the risk value for all segments. High values for economic impacts to goods transport and impacts to recreational impacts were also influential on the risk value for Segment B.

**DISCUSSION**

**Adaptive Eco-Logical Planning**

Eco-Logical embodies a multi-agency vision for smarter transportation planning (23). Many of the Eco-Logical steps do not readily apply to comprehensive visioning and planning processes, such as the development of a corridor management plan to adapt to SLR. The Eco-Logical steps seem targeted toward specific projects with shorter timelines, and with a greater opportunity to develop specific crediting strategies with regulatory partners. A corridor management plan involves the development of a long-term vision that is not legally binding, but that also leads to project development and mitigation requirements. The current regulatory and funding structure for project mitigation is a difficult fit for a longer-term visioning process. It would be appropriate to adapt steps in Eco-Logical to advance corridor-scale planning, especially for coastal highways affected by SLR.

Views about regulatory participation differed among agencies. Some regulators were interested in participating in the early visioning, but others preferred to wait until specific impacted ecosystem components were identified before becoming involved. This is due to both the prevailing culture of the agencies as well as the resources to support staff in long-term planning. Because corridor planning does not attach to a single proposed project, some
regulatory partners were attending meetings on their own time, unfunded. It would be helpful in setting up future efforts to consider how to prioritize larger planning processes for regulatory liaisons so that their early participation can support more efficient, project-specific engagement later. Non-regulatory stakeholders felt that regulatory agency participation in early discussions and planning for the corridor was critical to eventual successes on the corridor. This was because of the obvious benefits of getting regulatory input early in choosing among potential competing ideas for future scenarios for the corridor. There was little patience or understanding among stakeholders for why this approach, which is a core element of Eco-Logical, was not already the case.

**Stakeholder Participation in Adaptive Planning**

Most transportation planning includes processes for outside stakeholder input, primarily through well-defined comment periods on detailed project descriptions and environmental assessments. This input tends to be late in the project development process and may not impact fundamental principles of the project, or how the project links to other parts of the integrated transportation system. Another view for external input from stakeholders is as “citizen planners” capable and willing to enter into the overall process of designing sustainable transportation systems (26). SR 37 plays a critical linkage role in the transportation network around the North San Francisco Bay and raising it onto a causeway would probably be quite expensive. Because of this, Caltrans has effectively included a very broad set of stakeholders in very early SR 37 corridor planning as “citizen planners”. This process has largely driven the narrowing of choices for adapting the infrastructure to SLR and ensuring that it has a positive effect on surrounding lands.

**Barriers and Opportunities in Adaptive Planning for Vulnerable Coastal Highways**

We found that SLR of 36” could cause long-term inundation of long stretches of SR 37. Similar, but possibly shorter-term flooding/inundation could occur with a 5-year storm combined with 12” SLR, a 10-year storm and 6” SLR, or current conditions and a 25-year storm. Moderate SLR (24”) could result in temporary (high-tide) overtopping of levees protecting part of the route, without a storm event. These locations of potential overtopping could be identified with high-resolution field measurements of levee elevation. Therefore, significant reduction to the highway vulnerability could be made through focused improvements to small segments of the levee system, which would also require significant stakeholder agreement because of mixed ownerships. Significant corridor-scale improvements would still be required to adapt to higher SLR scenarios and/or large storm events.

Building or enhancing coastal transportation infrastructure that is resilient in the face of SLR and increased storminess will be expensive and be in competition with existing funding priorities. Until recently, SLR impact on low-lying highways like SR 37 was not included as a priority in Bay Area regional transportation planning. Although marsh restoration has recently included consideration of SLR, it is rare for coastal infrastructure planning to combine consideration of impacts of SLR on both marshes and highways. Currently and in the future, there could be two opposing threats to coastal marsh ecosystems: insufficient tidal flooding (due to restriction of flows), or excessive flooding (due to subsidence, erosion and sea level rise). Artificial coastal infrastructure, including roads or berms, has an impact on hydrological regime in certain coastal ecosystem by causing inadequate provision of tidal flows (27). Constrained
flows hinder ecosystem functions by disrupting the natural interactions among vegetation, soil and hydrology. In many coastal states, there has been a rapid and recent realization that both grey (roadways) and green (marshes) infrastructure are at risk from SLR and that co-adaptive planning was essential to reduce impacts to both. As one way of addressing this type of planning, a Joint Powers Authority is being organized by Congestion Management Agencies with responsibility for the SR 37 corridor to carry out further planning and environmental assessment.

**Recommendations for Improved Adaptive Planning for SLR**

1) The data available for predictive modeling of SLR impacts on coastal systems are extensive and high-resolution. However, there are well-recognized issues with LiDAR data not necessarily reflecting the true elevation of the ground due to interference from overlying vegetation (when present). For systems and detailed planning where protective structures (e.g., berms and levees) are key to understanding the likelihood of inundation at certain sea levels, LiDAR-derived elevations should be verified in the field (e.g., using RTK-GPS).

2) Transportation planning seldom includes extensive community outreach and in-reach (i.e., community influence on process). Because of the usually-high costs associated with SLR-related adaptive planning and retrofitting, it would benefit both communities and transportation organizations to continuously include stakeholder communities, from planning to the final system replacement/construction.

3) Transportation organizations are accustomed to planning processes for complex projects taking many years and even decades. Most stakeholders are not. Despite the risk of poor decision-making and damage to adjacent coastal systems, new legislation may be needed to authorize new funds to support more rapid planning and construction of adaptive structures, which may themselves be innovations.

4) We found overwhelming and continuous interest on the part of stakeholder organizations and individuals in the rapid and adaptive planning process we developed. However, it was not clear that responsible agencies were ready or authorized to make the new types of decisions required to respond to the novel threats posed by climate change-forced changes in shorelines and coastal infrastructure. To develop sustainable and resilient transportation and other infrastructure, department and agency leaders may need to explicitly change the support system for line-officers to make seemingly-risky decisions.
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Table Legends

Table 1. Comparison between responses to the separate community (723 respondents) and stakeholder process (67 respondents) surveys for a select set of issues/questions. Values are % of the total responses for each group.

Table 2. Composite vulnerability values and ratings and risk values and ratings for each segment of SR 37.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Community Survey</th>
<th>Stakeholder Process Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drive the route every 1-3 days</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat or very familiar with SLR</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLR not a result of climate change</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal transportation impacts to environment somewhat or very important</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit is somewhat or very important</td>
<td>60% (yes)</td>
<td>61% (yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would use transit if available</td>
<td>40% (no)</td>
<td>18% (no)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit preference along route</td>
<td>65% (train)</td>
<td>84% (train)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer “no action” to paying tolls (absolutely and maybe)</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would choose alternate route if toll used to finance (absolutely and maybe)</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario most supportive (rank #1) of combined transportation and wetland protection</td>
<td>46% (causeway)</td>
<td>45% (causeway)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highway segment</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Capacity</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite Vulnerability Value</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite Vulnerability Rating</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite Risk Value</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite Risk Rating</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Exposure, sensitivity, and composite vulnerability and risk ratings were assigned as follows: 1.0-1.4 (low), 1.5-2.4 (moderate), and 2.5-3.0 (high). Adaptive capacity ratings were assigned as follows: 1.0-1.4 (good), 1.5-2.4 (moderate), and 2.5-3.0 (poor).
Figures

Figure 1. SR 37 position in the San Francisco Bay Area and SR 37 segments (A,B,C) used in Caltrans’ corridor planning. Cities associated with SR 37 planning are labeled.

Figure 2. Potential land inundation and highway overtopping for the daily high tide (MHHW) with 36 inches of sea level rise (SLR), or 12 inches SLR + 5-yr storm surge, or 6 inch SLR + 10-yr storm surge, or 0 inches SLR + 25-yr storm surge.
Figure 2